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For a Hausdorff locally convex space E with topological dual E', the fol-

lowing properties are equivalent: (B 1) Every bound linear transformation

from P into any locally convex space is continuous; (B 2) No strictly stronger

locally convex topology on E has the same bound sets; (B 3) Every bornivore

set is a neighborhood of zero (a bornivore set is a convex, equilibrated set ab-

sorbing every bound set); (B 4) E is the (linear) inductive limit [7, pp. 61-66]

of normed spaces {Ea} with respect to linear maps ga:Ea—*P such that

U„ ga(Ea) =P; (B 5) The topology of P is r(E, E') (the strongest locally con-

vex topology on P yielding E' as topological dual), and every bound linear

form on P is continuous. (We use the terminology of Bourbaki [7; 8; 10]; for

the proofs see Theorem 8 of [15, p. 527], Proposition 5 of [10, p. 10], and

Theorem 3 of [ll, p. 328].) Such spaces are called bornological; they are the

"boundedly closed, relatively strong" spaces of [15] and the "GF spaces" of

[ll ]. Our purpose here is to formulate the analogous notion of the algebraic

inductive limit of locally m-convex algebras and to study those locally m-

convex algebras which are algebraic inductive limits of normed algebras.

In §1 we summarize briefly the basic definitions and some of the ele-

mentary results in the theory of locally w-convex algebras. In §2, after defin-

ing the notion of the algebraic inductive limit of locally m-convex algebras in

an obvious way, we consider the following problem. If E is an algebra, \Ea\

a family of locally w-convex algebras, ga:P„—>P a homomorphism for all a,

there exist on P both the algebraic inductive limit topology with respect to

locally w-convex algebras Ea and homomorphisms ga, and the linear inductive

limit topology with respect to locally convex spaces Ea and linear maps ga;

when do they coincide ? This question is important, for the topologies of cer-

tain important locally convex spaces (occurring, for example, in the theory

of distributions and the theory of integration) are defined as linear inductive

limits of locally convex spaces which are also locally wz-convex algebras, with

respect to linear maps which are also homomorphisms of the algebras con-

sidered. To establish that such topologies are actually locally w-convex, and

thus fall within the purview of topological algebra, it is desirable to have

general criteria insuring that the two inductive limit topologies coincide.
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In §3 we formulate the algebraic analogues of the linear concepts "bound

set," "bornivore set," "r(E, £')," "bound linear transformation," and we

prove the equivalence of properties analogous to (B 1)—(B 5). Algebras pos-

sessing these properties, the analogues of bornological spaces, are called

i-bornological algebras. In §4 we discuss the extent to which the property of

being i-bornological is preserved under certain operations of algebra, such

as the formation of quotient algebras, finite Cartesian products, ideals, etc.

In §5 we determine when the algebra of all continuous real-valued func-

tions on a completely regular space, furnished with the compact-open topol-

ogy, is i-bornological, and also we consider infinite Cartesian products of

i-bornological algebras. A measure-theoretic problem of Ulam arises in this

context, and our discussion includes a brief digression on its role in mathe-

matics. In §6 we first consider a new class of locally w-convex algebras, called

P-algebras, and in terms of these we give necessary and sufficient conditions

for certain metrizable locally w-convex algebras to be i-bornological. In

particular we show that an fj-algebra £ is the algebraic inductive limit of

Banach algebras {£«} with respect to homomorphisms {ga] such that

£ = Ua ga(Ea) ii and only if £ satisfies an apparently much weaker condition.

The paper concludes with a list of unresolved questions.

Throughout, the field of complex numbers is denoted by "C," the field

of reals by "R," and the scalar field of an algebra by "K"; K is either R or C.

1. Introduction. Let £ be an algebra over K. A subset A of £ is called

idempotent if A2QA. A locally multiplicatively-convex topology (hereafter ab-

breviated to "locally w-convex topology") 3 on £ is a locally convex topology

on vector space £ such that zero has a fundamental system of idempotent

neighborhoods [16, Definition 2.1]. Equivalently, 3 is defined by a family of

pseudo-norms {p„\ each of which satisfies the multiplicative inequality

pa(xy) Spa(x)pa(y) for all x, yGE. Multiplication is then clearly continuous

everywhere. £ with such a topology is called a locally m-convex algebra. Ii A is

an idempotent subset of £, so are its convex envelope, its equilibrated en-

velope, its closure, and any homomorphic or inverse homomorphic image;

hence there exists a fundamental system of convex, equilibrated, idem-

potent neighborhoods of zero. (For proofs of these and other elementary

properties of locally m-convex algebras, see §§1-5 of [16] or [2].) Conversely,

using Proposition 5 of [7, p. 7], one may easily show that if V is a filter base

of convex, equilibrated, absorbing, idempotent subsets of £ such that VGV

and |X| ^1 imply XF£1), then there is a unique locally wz-convex topology

on £ for which 1) is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero. The inter-

section of a family of convex, idempotent sets is again convex and idem-

potent; hence the topology generated by a family of locally ra?-convex topolo-

gies on £ is again locally w-convex.

For x, yGE we write "xoy" for "x-y-y—xy." o is then an associative

composition on £ with identity zero. If x has an inverse x' for this composi-
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tion, x is called advertible, x' the adverse of x. If F is any subset of P, we let

Fo x= [z o x\zEF]; if J is any family of subsets of F, we let JFo x= [Fo x

| FE3\, etc. E is called a Q-algebra (cf. [16, Definition E.l]) if the set of

advertible elements is a neighborhood of zero. P is called advertibly complete

[25, §3] if, whenever JF is a Cauchy filter on E such that for some x we have

SF o x—>0 and x o J—>0, theii JF converges.

A locally convex space is barrelled if every barrel is a neighborhood of zero

(a barrel is a closed, convex, equilibrated, absorbing set). A locally w-convex

algebra is idempotently barrelled (hereafter abbreviated to i-barrelled) if every

idempotent barrel is a neighborhood of zero. JF-spaces (complete, metrizable,

locally convex spaces) are barrelled [10, p. 6]; in particular SF-algebras are

i-barrelled (an ^-algebra is a complete, metrizable, locally w-convex algebra

[16, Definition 4.1]).

We list a few examples of locally w-convex algebras (others will be con-

sidered in the sequel):

Example 1. Let T be a set, P a ZC-algebra of K-valued functions on T,

@ a family of subsets of T such that each x6P is bound on each A 6@. The

topology on P of uniform convergence on members of © is then locally

w-convex, defined by the pseudo-norms {£a|4 6©} where Pa(x)

= sup [\x(t)I I tEA]. If Tis a topological space, P the algebra Q(T, K) of all

continuous functions on T, and if each tET is interior to some 4 6®, then

P is complete (Proposition 2 of [6, p. 14]). Also if T is a domain in C, P the

algebra of all analytic functions on T, then P with the compact-open topology

is complete by a standard theorem of complex analysis.

Example 2. Let P be an algebra of bound, continuous P-valued functions

on R which are of bounded variation on every compact interval. Let p(x)

= sup [|x(£)| |*6^] and let vn(x) be the variation of x in [ — n, n]. Then

vn(xy) ^p(x)vn(y)+vn(x)p(y). Hence, if Wm,n= [xEE\p(x) g2—, vn(x) =2-»],

{JFm„,}m,„-i forms a fundamental system of idempotent neighborhoods of

zero for the topology on P defined by these pseudo-norms.

Example 3. Let P be either an open subset or the closure of an open

subset of Rm, &p the algebra of infinitely differentiable K-valued functions on

Rm vanishing outside P. The topology of Schwartz [19, p. 88] on &p is defined

as follows: For any compact subset A of P and any m-tuple p of non-negative

integers (we use the notation of [19, p. 14]), let A7J(x)=sup [|(Ppx)(/)|

|/£.4]. If r is a positive integer and 0<egl, let V(A, r, e) = [x6£p| N\(x)

= 2_re for all w-tuples p such that \p\ ^r]. Leibniz's rule for the derivative

of a product shows that each V(A, r, e) is idempotent. Since the family of all

such F(4, r, e) is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for the

topology defined by the pseudo-norms N\, that topology is locally w-convex.

Example 4. Let E be an algebra, E' a total subspace of the algebraic dual

of P. If P' is generated by the multiplicative linear forms in E', the weak

topology a(E, E') defined on P by P' is surely locally w-convex. (For a
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necessary and sufficient condition that <r(£, £') be locally m-convex, see

Theorem 1 of [26].)

Example 5. If £ is an algebra, the collection of all convex, equilibrated,

idempotent, absorbing sets is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero

for a locally m-convex topology on £, and this topology is clearly the strong-

est locally m-convex topology on £. For future purposes we examine this

topology for the case where £ is the subalgebra of K[Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xn] consisting

of all polynomials in n indeterminants without constant term. If (ai, ■ ■ ■ , an)

is any ra-tuple of positive real numbers, let V(ai, • ■ • , an) be the convex

equilibrated envelope of [a™1 • • • a^X?1 ■ ■ ■ X%n\ (mi, ■ ■ ■ , m„) any ra-

tuple of non-negative integers not all of which are zero]. It is immediate that

the family of all such V(ai, • ■ ■ , an), with the a,- rational and < 1, is a funda-

mental system of neighborhoods of zero for the strongest locally m-convex

topology on £. This topology is thus metrizable.

The subalgebra £ of K[X] of all polynomials without constant term fur-

nished with the topology of Example 5 is an example of an i-barrelled algebra

which is not a barrelled space. £ is clearly •i-barrelled since any convex, equi-

librated, absorbing, idempotent set is a neighborhood of zero. Let B be the

convex equilibrated envelope of {2~"2X"} "_j. B is then clearly absorbing, so

B is a barrel. If 8>\, 82~n"XnGB, for if 0<a<2-n(B-l)lln, an easy calcula-

tion shows that [p2-niXn+V(a)]r\B=0. For any a>0, limn<co 2-"Vn=0,

so for large n, an>2~n\ i.e., a"=/3a,n2-"2 where j8a,n>l. Hence if V(a)QB,

for suitably large ra we have anXn=8a,n2~ntXnG V(a)QB, a contradiction.

Hence B is not a neighborhood of zero.

2. Algebraic inductive limits. Let £ be an algebra over K, {£„} a family

of locally m-convex algebras, ga a homomorphism from Ea into £. There is at

least one locally m-convex topology on £ for which all the homomorphisms

ga are continuous, namely, the topology whose only open sets are £ and 0.

Hence there is a strongest such topology.

Definition 1. The algebraic inductive limit topology on E with respect to

locally m-convex algebras {Ea} and homomorphisms {ga\ is the strongest

locally m-convex topology on £ for which all the homomorphisms ga are con-

tinuous. £ with this topology is called the algebraic inductive limit of algebras

{Ea} with respect to homomorphisms {ga} ■

Usually the algebras Ea will be subalgebras of the algebra (without topol-

ogy) £ and ga the inclusion map from Ea into £. In this case we shall omit

explicit reference to the g«'s.

Proposition 1. Let [Ea] be a family of locally m-convex algebras, ga a

homomorphism from Ea into algebra E for all a. If V is an idempotent, convex,

equilibrated, absorbing subset of E, then V is a neighborhood of zero for the

algebraic inductive limit topology if and only if g<rJ(F) is a neighborhood of zero

in Eafor all a. If F is a locally m-convex algebra and if f is a homomorphism
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from E equipped with the algebraic inductive limit topology into F, then f is con-

tinuous if and only if f o ga is continuous for all a.

Proof. The class V of all idempotent, convex, equilibrated, absorbing sets

Fsuch that gi~1(V) is a neighborhood of zero in Ea for all a is clearly a funda-

mental system of neighborhoods of zero for a locally m-convex topology 3

on P. If W is a fundamental system of idempotent, convex, equilibrated

neighborhoods of zero for any other locally m-convex topology 3' on P for

which all ga are continuous, then each IFgW is absorbing and g«1(W) is a

neighborhood of zero in Ea for all a; hence WCD and 3'C3, so therefore 3 is

the strongest such topology, i.e., 3 is the algebraic inductive limit topology.

If / is a continuous homomorphism from P with this topology into P, clearly

all/o ga are continuous since all ga are continuous. Conversely, suppose/is a

homomorphism such that/o ga is continuous for all a. Let U be any convex,

equilibrated, idempotent neighborhood of zero in P. Then/_I(P) is convex,

equilibrated, idempotent, and absorbing. Finally, by hypothesis g<T1(f~1(U))

= (/o gc)~1(U) is a neighborhood of zero in Ea for all a; hence by the first

part of this proposition, f~l(U) is a neighborhood of zero in P. Thus/ is con-

tinuous.

The algebraic inductive limit topology is locally convex and is therefore

weaker than the strongest locally convex topology on P for which all ga are

continuous, i.e., the linear inductive limit topology. Hence the two topologies

coincide if and only if the linear inductive limit topology is locally m-convex.

We next show that the two topologies may be distinct, even when they are

defined by an increasing sequence {Pn}"_! of subalgebras of E such that

U"=1 En = E, each Pn equipped with the topology induced by a metrizable,

locally m-convex topology on P.

Example 6. Let E = K[Xi]?Li be the algebra of all polynomials in inde-

terminants {Xi}Zi, En the subalgebra K[Xi]"^l of P. For any sequence

x= {xiji" i of scalars, let x* be the multiplicative linear form defined on P

by x*(h) = h(x). Let Hn= [{-Xi}i°li|x< is a non-negative rational for all *, and

x, = 0 if i>m], and let H= [x*\ x6LC_i Hn]. It follows at once from a stand-

ard theorem of algebra (e.g., Proposition 8 of [3, p. 27]) that if x*(h) =0 for

all x*EH, then /j = 0. Hence if P' is the subspace of the algebraic dual P*

generated by H, E' is total. The weak topology a(E, E') is then clearly locally

m-convex, and as P' has a denumerable base, is metrizable. We shall show

that if each P„ is furnished with the locally m-convex topology induced by

a(E, E'), then the linear inductive and the algebraic inductive limit topologies

defined on P by {pn}"_i are distinct.

Let Bn= [x*|x= {xi\£,iEHn and each x{ is an integer £n]. Since P„ is

finite, F„= [/;6Pn| |x*W| <2~" for all x*EBn] is a convex, equilibrated,

idempotent neighborhood of zero in F„. Let V be the convex envelope of

U"_! V„. V is then clearly a neighborhood of zero for the linear inductive limit

topology on P. We need two facts about these sets: (1) Let x*EBj, gEVj,

and let g= En-i in where gn is the sum of those terms of g in F„ but not in
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£n_i. Then |x*(g„)| <2n-w<l for 1 = ra^j. To prove the assertion we pro-

ceed by induction: Suppose |x*(g&)| <2k~1"' for all positive integers k<n.

Let x= {x.-jjl,, and lety = {y.}<!i, whereyi = xt for i^n,yi — Q iori>n. Then

y*(g)=2Xi y*(gk), y*(gh)=x*(gk) for l^&gra, and y*GBjt whence

|y*(g)| <2~'. By the inductive hypothesis, |y*(g*)| = |x*(g*)| <2k~1~' for

^<ra.Hence|x*(gn)| =|y*(g»)| ^|y*(g)|+Z?:l|y*fe)l <2~>+ T>Vi2k-^
_2i-i-j. (2) If hG V is such that each term of h is in £„ but not in £„_i, then

for any x*GBn, \x*(h)\ < 1. For let h = J^_ x Xygy where r = ra, Xy = 0 for all j,

zZj-i \i= L and gj€=. Vj. Let gj= y^Li gyi where gy; is the sum of those terms

of gj in Ei but not in £,-_i. Then by hypothesis h= X)y-» ^i&n. For all j'^ra,

x*G3nC5y, so by (1) |x*(g,-»)| <1; hence |x*(A)| = £j-. M **(&») I <1.
Suppose now that F is a neighborhood of zero for the algebraic inductive

limit topology. Then V contains an idempotent equilibrated neighborhood

IF of zero for the algebraic inductive limit topology. For each positive integer

ra, let n= {ray}^™! where «y = « forj^ra and ray = 0 for j>n. As IF is absorbing

and equilibrated, for each positive integer ra we may choose a„>0 such that

anX„GW. Then for any positive integer m, (aiXi)m(anXn) =a™anX?Xn

G WQ V. Hence by (2), as n*GBn, \ n*(a!»anX?Xn) \ < 1, i.e., (ai»)m(aBra) < 1,

and thus ain<(ann)~1!m. As this holds for all m, aira = limm_00(a„ra)-1/",= l,

so ai ^ 1/ra. As this is true for all ra, ai = 0, a contradiction. Hence V is not a

neighborhood of zero for the algebraic inductive limit topology, and thus the

two inductive limit topologies are distinct.

We seek now conditions insuring that the algebraic and the linear induc-

tive limit topologies coincide. Michael [16, pp. 60-65] has given two such

conditions. We shall give two others which are sufficient to cover most ap-

plications.

Proposition 2. Let Ebea normed algebra, {Ea} subalgebras, each furnished

with the topology induced from E, such that \)aEa = E. Under either of the fol-

lowing two conditions, the algebraic inductive limit topology and the linear induc-

tive limit topology on E with respect to [Ea] coincide: (1) Each Ea is an ideal;

(2) {£<»}, ordered by inclusion, is totally ordered.

Proof. Let V be a convex, equilibrated neighborhood of zero for the linear

inductive limit topology. For each a let e„ be such that 0 < ea ^ 1 and such that

Wa=[xGEa\\\x\\^ta]QVr\Ea. Let W=UaWa. Then WQV, W is absorb-
ing, and in both cases W is idempotent: Let x,yGW, and let a and 8 be such

that xGWa, yGWp. (1) As £„ is an ideal, xyGEa and ||y||^«o=l; hence

||xy|| g||x||||y|| ^||x|| ^ta, so xyGWaQW. (2) We may assume EpQEa; then

xyGEa and as in (1) ||xy||^e„, so xyGWaQW. Now let U be the convex

equilibrated envelope of W. Since V is convex and equilibrated and since

WQ V, UQ V. Since W is idempotent and absorbing, so also is U. Finally

Ur\EaQ\Wr\Ea'Q.Wa, a neighborhood of zero in £«. Thus by Proposition 1,

U is a neighborhood of zero for the algebraic inductive limit topology on £.

Hence the two inductive limit topologies coincide.
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Example 7. Let T be a locally compact space, X(T) the algebra of all

continuous functions from T into R which vanish outside compact subsets

of T. For a given compact subset L of T, we let X(T, L) be the ideal of all

such functions vanishing outside L. X(T) has a natural norm topology, ||x||

= sup [|x(/)| |*6P]« The linear inductive limit topology on K(T) defined by

the family [3C(P, L)\L compact] of subspaces equipped with the norm

topology induced by the norm of X(T) is called the measure topology of X(T),

for the Radon measures on T are precisely the members of the topological

dual of 3C(P) equipped with this topology (see Exercise 1 of [9, p. 64]). Since

each X(T, L) is an ideal and since X(T) is the union of such ideals, the

measure topology is locally m-convex by (1) of Proposition 2.

Example 8. Let T be a well-ordered set with least element a, equipped

with the usual interval topology, P the algebra of all P-valued, bound, con-

tinuous functions on T which are constant outside closed intervals. For

tET let P(= [x6P|x is constant outside [a, /]], equipped with the uniform

norm. Then the linear inductive limit topology on P with respect to {Et 11E T)

is locally m-convex by (2) of Proposition 2.

Proposition 3. Let 3 be a locally m-convex topology on E, {Pn}"=1 an in-

creasing sequence of ideals, each furnished with the topology induced by 3, such

that U„= iPn = P. Then the linear and the algebraic inductive limit topologies on

E with respect to {pn} "_x coincide.

Proof. Let j^„Jagr be a family of pseudo-norms defining the topology

3 such that pa(xy) ^pa(x)pa(y) for all x, y6P and all aGL Let V be a con-

vex, equilibrated neighborhood of zero for the linear inductive limit topology.

For all positive integers k choose ek and a finite subset Tk of Y such that

0<e*^l and Vk= [xEEk\pa(x)^ek for all aEYk] is contained in Vf\Ek. For

all positive integers n, let Wn= [x6Pn|^a(x) ^ mining,, «* for alla6Ui_i Yk].

Wn is then a neighborhood of zero in Pn. Let W= U"_i Wn. W is clearly ab-

sorbing, and since Wn<^ F„ for all n, IFClU™„i F„C V. W is idempotent: Let

x, yEW. Let n, m be such that xEWn, yEWm, and we may suppose m = w.

Then xyEEn as F„ is an ideal. For any aE^l-i Yk, a is also a member of

U£,i Yk, and hence pa(y) ^mimg*gm e*^ 1; hence pa(xy) <Lpa(x)pa(y) ^pa(x)

^ mining,, e*, so xyEWn^W. Now let U be the convex equilibrated envelope

of W. As V is convex and equilibrated and as WQ V, so also [/C V. Since W

is idempotent and absorbing, so also is U. Finally UC\En'Q.Wr\En'DWn, a

neighborhood of zero in P„. Hence by Proposition 1, U is a neighborhood of

zero for the algebraic inductive limit topology on E. Hence the two inductive

limit topologies coincide.

Corollary. Let E be an algebra, the union of an increasing sequence

{p„} "=i of ideals. Let 3„ be a locally m-convex topology on P„ such that for all n,

the topology induced on E„ by 3„+i is 3„. Then the linear and the algebraic indue-
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tive limit topologies on £ with respect to {£„}"_ t coincide if and only if for all ra,

the topology induced on £„ by the algebraic inductive limit topology is 3„.

Proof. The condition is sufficient by Proposition 3. It is necessary by

Proposition 3 of [7, p. 64].

Example 6 shows that "metrizable" cannot replace "normed" in Proposi-

tion 2, nor can "subalgebra" replace "ideal" in Proposition 3.

Example 9. Let £ be the direct sum of algebras {£»}{" i, each £, equipped

with a locally m-convex topology 3,-. Then the linear and algebraic inductive

limit topologies on £ with respect to {£<}ili coincide; For if Fn is the direct

sum of {Ei}"=i with the product topology 3„' of YL"-i Et, the linear [respec-

tively, algebraic] inductive limit topology on £ with respect to {£ j} i°l i is

identical with the linear [respectively, algebraic] inductive limit topology

with respect to |£n}"=1. {£„}",i is an increasing sequence of ideals whose

union is £. If 3 is the restriction to £ of the topology of Jjjli E>> 3 induces

3» on £„, and hence Proposition 3 is applicable.

More generally, if £ is the direct sum of algebras {£<*}, each Ea furnished

with a locally m-convex topology, then £, furnished with the algebraic induc-

tive limit topology defined by {£«}, is called the topological direct sum of

Example 10. Let P be an open subset of Rm, S)P the K-algebra of all

infinitely differentiable K-valued functions on Rm vanishing outside compact

subsets of P. If Xp is the family of all closures of open, relatively compact

subsets of P, 5>P= U [&k\ KGKp], and the topology of Schwartz on £>/> is

the linear inductive limit topology with respect to the family [Sx|i£G3Cp]

[19, pp. 67-68]. This topology is the same as the linear inductive limit topol-

ogy with respect to {£xn}",i, where each KnGXp, U"=iKn = P, and Kn is

contained in the interior of Kn+i- \&Kn\n=i is then an increasing sequence of

ideals whose union is SDp, each ideal furnished with the locally m-convex

topology induced from &p. Hence by Proposition 3, £>p is locally m-convex.

(This is shown by a different method in §15 of [16], which also contains

special cases of Examples 7 and 9.)

3. t-bornological algebras. Henceforth, all locally m-convex algebras

considered are Hausdorff unless the contrary is indicated.

If A is a subset of an algebra £, there exists a smallest subset containing

A which is idempotent, namely, the intersection of all idempotent subsets of

£ containing A. This set is also clearly the same as U"=1^4".

Definition 2. If A is any subset of an algebra £, the idempotent envelope

of A is the smallest idempotent subset containing A.

Definition 3. Let £ be a locally m-convex algebra, A QE. A is idem-

potently bound (hereafter abbreviated to i-bound) if for some X>0, X.4 is con-

tained in a bound, idempotent set, or equivalently, if for some X>0, the idem-

potent envelope of \A is bound.
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Definition 4. Let / be a function from locally m-convex algebra P into

another locally m-convex algebra F. / is idempotently bound (hereafter ab-

breviated to i-bound) if for all i-bound subsets A of E,f(A) is bound.

Definition 5. A locally m-convex algebra P is i-bornological if every i-

bound homomorphism from P into any locally m-convex algebra F is con-

tinuous.

We shall see that the i-bound sets form the algebraic counterpart to the

bound sets in locally convex spaces. Not every one-point subset of a locally

m-convex algebra need be i-bound; for example, if xEQ(R, R) is an unbound

function, {x} is not i-bound for the compact-open topology on <5(R, R).

Definition 6. A locally m-convex algebra P is pointwise idempotently

bound (hereafter abbreviated to "p.i.b.") if for all x6P, {x} is i-bound.

Any normed algebra is clearly p.i.b.; hence by (5) of Proposition 4 below,

a locally m-convex algebra P cannot be the algebraic inductive limit of

normed algebras [Ea\ with respect to homomorphisms ga: Ea-+E such that

Uaga(Ea)=E unless P is p.i.b. Thus in proving the algebraic analogues of

properties (B 1) and (B 4), defined at the beginning of the paper, equivalent

(Theorem 4), we must drop the condition U„ ga(Ea) =E from (B 4).

Proposition 4. (1) If A is i-bound, so is any scalar multiple of A, any sub-

set, and the closed, convex, equilibrated envelope of A. (2) If E is a normed alge-

bra, A is bound in E if and only if A is i-bound. (3) If E is commutative and if

A and B are bound and idempotent, then AB and the closed, convex, equilibrated,

idempotent envelope of A \JB are bound and idempotent; hence the product and

the union of any finite family of i-bound subsets of E are i-bound. (4) If {x"}™_,

is bound, then for any aEK such that \a\ <1, (ax)n—>0; hence E is p.i.b. if

and only if, for all xEE, there exists X>0 such that (Xx)"—>0. (5) If E is the

algebraic inductive limit of p.i.b. algebras {P„} with respect to homomorphisms

ga: Ea—>E such that E= l)aga(Ea), then E is p.i.b.

Proof. (1) is obvious. (2) follows from the fact that the closed unit ball of

a normed algebra is an i-bound neighborhood of zero. (3) As (x, y)-^xy is

bilinear and continuous, AB is bound; further, (AB)2 = ABAB=A2B2QAB;

hence AB is bound and idempotent. But then AKJBKJAB is also bound. And
(A\JBVJAB)2<^A2VJAB\JA2ByJB2\JBAB\JABAB<^A\JB\JAB. Thus the

idempotent envelope of 4 UP is4UPU.4P, a bound set, so the result follows.

(4) A subset 4 of a locally convex space is bound if and only if for every

sequence {an}^iQA and every sequence of scalars {«„}"_! such that

an—>0, a„a„—>0. In particular, if {xn\ "_i is bound and \a\ <1, (ax)n=anxn—>0.

Thus for any element y of a p.i.b. algebra, there exists X>0 such that (Xy)n—>0.

Conversely, if (Xx)"—>0, then {(Xx)"} "_i is a bound, idempotent set, so {x} is

i-bound. (5) Given x6P, let a and yEEa be such that ga(y)=x. If X>0 is

such that (Xy)"->0, then (Xx)" = (Xga(y))"=g„(Xy)"=g0((Xy)")-K). Hence by

(4) P is p.i.b.
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Example 11. Any normed algebra £ is i-bornological: Every bound sub-

set of a normed algebra is i-bound; hence every i-bound homomorphism on

£ is bound and hence continuous as £ is a bornological space. More generally,

if £ is a bornological locally m-convex algebra such that every bound set is

i-bound, then £ is i-bornological.

We shall now associate with a given (Hausdorff) locally m-convex topol-

ogy 3 on £ a stronger i-bornological topology 3*, coinciding with 3 if and only

if 3 is i-bornological. The characterization of 3* yields the proof that an

i-bornological algebra is the algebraic inductive limit of normed algebras in

a way very similar to the corresponding proof for bornological spaces. One

feature of our treatment is the preservation of certain completeness properties

from £ to the inducing normed algebras. This enables certain problems about

i-bornological algebras to be solved by reducing them to the corresponding

normed algebra case (Theorem 2). A similar technique, exploited in Theorem

3, is passing to and from 3* to derive information about 3.

Definition 7. Let 3 be a locally m-convex topology on £. A subset A of

£ is i-bornivore ii A is convex, equilibrated, absorbing, idempotent, and if A

absorbs every i-bound subset of £;3.

Proposition 5. Let 3 be a locally m-convex topology on E. (1) The family of

all i-bornivore sets is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for a stronger

locally m-convex topology 3* on E. (2) 3 and 3* have the same i-bound sets. (3) E;

3* is i-bornological; moreover, if f is a homomorphism from E into any locally

m-convex algebra F, then f is i-bound on £;3 if and only if f is continuous on

£;3*. (4) £;3 is i-bornological if and only if 3 = 3*, i.e., if and only if every
i-bornivore set is a neighborhood of zero.

Proof. Let a be the collection of all i-bornivore sets of £;3. (1) Clearly a

is a filter base, and 0<|x| Sjl, AG& imply X.4Ga; hence by a remark of

§1, (i is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for a locally m-convex

topology 3*. 3* is stronger than 3 since every convex, equilibrated, idem-

potent neighborhood of zero for 3 is absorbing and absorbs every bound set.

(2) is immediate by the definition of 3*. (3) Let / be an i-bound homomor-

phism on £;3* and let Fbe an idempotent, convex, equilibrated neighborhood

of zero in the image space F. Then/_1(F) is clearly convex, equilibrated,

idempotent, and absorbing. f~l(V) absorbs all i-bound sets: If B is i-bound,

f(B) is bound by hypothesis, so there exists X>0 such that f(B)QKV, and

hence 5CX/_1(F). Hence f~1(V)Gft, so/ is continuous on £;3*. Thus 3* is

an i-bornological topology on £. The remainder of (3) then follows from (2).

(4) The condition is sufficient by (3). Necessity: If/ is the identity map from

£;3 onto £;3*, / is i-bound by (2). Hence by hypothesis/ is continuous and

so, as 3* is stronger than 3, a homeomorphism. Thus 3 = 3*.

Corollary. If the topology of a locally m-convex algebra E is the strongest

possible locally m-convex topology on E, then E is i-bornological. Conversely, if
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P is an i-bornological algebra such that the set H of i-bound elements is a finite-

dimensional subalgebra of E, then the topology of E is the strongest possible

locally m-convex topology.

Proof. Let 3 be the topology of P. The hypothesis of the first assertion

implies 3 = 3*, so P is i-bornological. Suppose P is i-bornological and that H

is a finite-dimensional subalgebra. Let 3' be the strongest locally m-convex

topology on P,/the identity map from P;3ontoP;3'. If B is any i-bound sub-

set of P;3, PCP. But as H is finite-dimensional, the restriction of / to H is

continuous (Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 of [7, p. 28]), and hence/(P) is bound.

/ is therefore an i-bound homomorphism, hence continuous, and therefore

3 = 3'.

Note: We shall see later (Corollary of Proposition 11) that if P is com-

mutative, H is necessarily a subalgebra.

We recall [7, p. 94] that if P is a closed, convex, equilibrated subset of a

Hausdorff locally convex space, then on the subspace EB generated by B,

Pb(x) =inf [X>0|xGXP] is a norm whose closed unit ball is P; further if E

is an algebra and P idempotent, pB satisfies the multiplicative inequality

pB(xy)^pB(x)pB(y) (Lemma 1.2 of [16]).

Theorem 1. Let P;3 be an i-bornological algebra, ® the class of all closed,

bound, convex, equilibrated, idempotent subsets of E. For each BE®, the linear

space EB is a subalgebra, and EB furnished with normpB is thus a normed alge-

bra. Let 3js be the norm topology on EB, SB the open unit ball in Eb;3b- Then

P;3 is the algebraic inductive limit of {Eb;3b}b£(& with respect to the inclusion

maps. Further: (1) P is p.i.b. if and only if P= Ueg(g EB. (2) If Eis commuta-

tive and p.i.b., then ^Jbs® Sb is a convex, equilibrated, idempotent neighborhood

of zero. (3) If E is sequentially complete (i.e., if all Cauchy sequences converge),

then so is each EB, BE®- (4) If E is advertibly complete, then so is each EB,

BE®.

Proof. Since each BE® is idempotent, the linear space generated by P is

clearly a subalgebra. If V is an equilibrated neighborhood of zero for 3, let

X>0 be such that XBQV for a given BE®- Then XPCZFHPb, and hence

as XP is a neighborhood of zero in EB, the topology induced on EB by 3 is

weaker than 3B. So to prove 3 is actually the algebraic inductive limit

topology, it suffices, by Proposition 1, to show that if IF is a convex, equili-

brated, absorbing, idempotent subset of P such that WC\EB is a neighbor-

hood of zero in EB for all BE®, then IF is a neighborhood of zero for 3. But

if WC\EB is a neighborhood of zero in normed algebra EB, then clearly

WC\EB absorbs B and hence also W absorbs P. Thus W absorbs all BE®',

but every i-bound subset of P is contained in a scalar multiple of some

BE®, so W absorbs all i-bound subsets of P. Hence W is i-bornivore and

thus, by (4) of Proposition 5, IF is a neighborhood of zero for 3. Therefore P

is the algebraic inductive limit of the family {EB;3B} of normed algebras.
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We turn now to the supplementary statements. (1) Suppose £ is p.i.b.

Then if xG£, for some X>0, the closed, convex, equilibrated, idempotent

envelope B of {Xx} is bound; hence 5G® and xGEB. Conversely, suppose

£=Uflg:(g EB. Given xGE, choose 5G® such that xGEb- Then for some

X>0, \xGB, a bound, idempotent set; hence [x] is i-bound. (2) Let

S— Ub£<b Sb- Each Sb is convex, equilibrated, and idempotent. Hence to

show S has these properties, it clearly suffices to show that {SbI-BG®} is

cofinal for the partial ordering defined by inclusion. Given A, BG<&, let C

be the closed, convex, equilibrated, idempotent envelope of A\JB. By (3) of

Proposition 4, C is bound and hence CG<$>- Also for xGEa,Pa(x) =inf [X>0|x

GX^4]=inf [X>0|xGXC]=£c(x), and similarly for xGEB, Pb(x)^Pc(x).

Hence if xGSa^JSb, then either Pa(x) <1 or pa(x) <1, so

pc(x) ^ min {pA(x), Pb(x)\ < 1.

Thus Sa^SbQSc, and the assertion is proved. Since E = {JB£(% EB, S is

clearly absorbing. 5 certainly absorbs all BG<& and hence all i-bound sets.

Thus S is i-bornivore and hence by (4) of Proposition 5 is a neighborhood

of zero. (3) Suppose now that £ is sequentially complete. Proposition 8 and

its corollary of [7, p. 11 ] hold if "sequentially complete" replaces "complete";

hence as each BG<& is closed in the given topology 3, EB is sequentially

complete for all 5£(B. (4) Suppose £ is advertibly complete. Let 5 be a

Cauchy filter on Eb;3b such that for some zGEB, z o 5—>0 and ff o z—>0 in

£b. Then as 3S is stronger than the topology induced on EB by 3, SF is a

Cauchy filter base on £ and z o JF—>0, 5F o z—*Q in £;3. Hence by assumption

there exists z'GE such that 3r—>z' in £;3. As £ is Hausdorff, z' is clearly the

adverse of z. We assert z'GEB: There exists FG? such that F is 5-small. Let

yGF. Then F+(—y)QB, so FQy+B. But since B is closed in £;3, so also

y-\-B is closed in £;3. Hence z'GFQthe closure of y+B =y+BQEB. Finally,

J—>z' in £B;3B since ^ = 0 o fF=(z'o z) o JF = z'o (zo JF) —>z'o 0=z' in £B;3S

by assumption. Thus EB is advertibly complete.

Corollary. A sequentially complete, i-bornological algebra is the algebraic

inductive limit of Banach algebras. An advertibly complete, i-bornological algebra

is the algebraic inductive limit of normed Q-algebras.

Proof. A sequentially complete, normed algebra is complete. An advertibly

complete, normed algebra is a (?-algebra by Theorem 7 of [25].

Theorem 2. Let E be an i-bornological algebra which is either sequentially

complete or advertibly complete. Then every multiplicative linear form on E is

continuous. If, in addition, £ is commutative and p.i.b., [x\ — 2™=i x" exists

and is the adverse of x] is a neighborhood of zero; in particular E is a Q-algebra.

Proof. £ is the algebraic inductive limit of normed Q-algebras {^jsg®

by the corollary of Theorem 1 (for every Banach algebra is a Q-algebra).
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If u is a multiplicative linear form on P, its restriction to each EB is again a

multiplicative linear form which is thus continuous on Eb (ci. Lemma E.4

of [16, p. 77]). Hence, by Proposition 1, u is continuous on P. Suppose now

that P is commutative and p.i.b. If Sb is the open unit ball of EB, by (2) of

Theorem 1 S= U^e© SB is a neighborhood of zero. Given xESB, the proof

of Theorem 7 of [25] shows that the sequence { — E"=i ^'In-i converges to

the adverse of x for 3^ and hence also for the weaker topology induced on EB

by 3. Thus 5C [x\ — E"-i x" exists and is the adverse of x].

Theorem 3. If E is an advertibly complete, locally m-convex algebra, every

multiplicative linear form on E is i-bound.

Proof. If 3 is the given advertibly complete topology of P, 3* is also ad-

vertibly complete: For if JF is a Cauchy filter on P;3* such that for some x,

EF o x—>0 and x o CF—»0 in P;3*, clearly JF is Cauchy, JF o x—»0 and x o SF—K) in

P;3 as 3 is weaker than 3*. Hence by hypothesis there exists x'£P such that

fj—*x' in P; 3. As 3 is Hausdorff, x' is the adverse of x. Hence in P;3*, EF = 0 o JF

= (x' o x) o EF = x' o (x o JF)—>x' o 0=x', so P;3* is advertibly complete. Hence

by Theorem 2, every multiplicative linear form on E is continuous for topol-

ogy 3*, and hence also is i-bound on P;3 by (2) of Proposition 5.

Theorem 3 is a step towards an answer to the following question raised

by Michael (Question 2 of [16, p. 50]): Is every multiplicative linear form on

a commutative, complete, locally m-convex algebra necessarily a bound

linear form?

If E is an algebra, there need not, in general, be any Hausdorff locally m-

convex topologies on P, even though there may be Hausdorff locally convex

topologies on P compatible with the algebraic structure of P (i.e., for which

(x, y)—>xy is continuous on EXE). For example, Williamson [27] has shown

that there exist Hausdorff, locally convex topologies on C(X), the field of all

rational fractions in one indeterminant, compatible with its algebraic struc-

ture. But by the Gelfand-Mazur Theorem for locally m-convex algebras

(Proposition 2.9 of [16, p. 10]), there can exist no Hausdorff locally m-convex

topologies on C(X). Suppose, however, there does exist a Hausdorff locally

m-convex topology on P yielding E' as topological dual. Then the topology

generated by all locally m-convex topologies on E yielding P' as topological

dual is again locally m-convex. Since each such topology is weaker than

t(E, E'), so is the topology thus generated; hence its topological dual is also

E'. Thus, if P' is a total subspace of the algebraic dual of P such that there

exist locally m-convex topologies on E for which P' is the topological dual,

there exists a strongest such locally m-convex topology, which we denote by

"x(P, P')." It follows from the Mackey-Arens theorem (Theorem 4 of [15,

p. 523] and Theorem 2 of [l, p. 790]) that a fundamental system of neighbor-

hoods of zero for x(P, P') is the class of all polars in P of weakly compact,

convex subsets C of P' such that C° is idempotent. The author does not know
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if x(E, £'), when defined, is necessarily identical with t(£, £').

Definition 8. Let / be a linear transformation from locally m-convex

algebra £ to locally m-convex algebra F. We shall say / is i-bornological if,

for every neighborhood V of zero in F,f~1(V) contains an i-bornivore set.

The author does not know an example of a bound linear form which is

not i-bornological, nor of an i-bornological algebra which is not a bornological

space. Any continuous linear transformation is i-bornological, for if V is a

neighborhood of zero in F,f~x(V) contains a convex, equilibrated, idempotent

neighborhood of zero in £ which is, clearly, an i-bornivore set. Any i-borno-

logical transformation/ is i-bound: For if B is i-bound, V a neighborhood of

zero in F, there exists X>0 such that -BCX/-1(F) since/_1(F) contains an

i-bornivore set; hencef(B)QW. Thus/(5) is bound and so/is i-bound. Also,

if / is a homomorphism, then/ is i-bound if and only if/ is i-bornological:

For if / is i-bound and if V is a convex, equilibrated, idempotent neighbor-

hood of zero in F, then/_1(F) is convex, equilibrated, idempotent, and ab-

sorbing. Also if B is i-bound, f(B) is bound; thus there exists X such that

/(5)CXFand hence BQ\f-\V). Therefore f~l(V) is i-bornivore.

Theorem 4. Let £;3 be a (Hausdorff) locally m-convex algebra, £' the

topological dual of E. The following are equivalent: (IB 1) £ is i-bornological.

(IB 2) No strictly stronger locally m-convex topology on E has the same i-bound

sets. (IB 3) Every i-bornivore set is a neighborhood of zero. (IB 4) £ is the alge-

braic inductive limit of normed algebras. (IB 5) 3=x(£, £'). and every i-borno-

logical linear form on E is continuous. (IB 6) Every i-bornological linear trans-

formation from E into any locally m-convex algebra is continuous.

Proof. By Proposition 5, (IB 1) and (IB 3) are equivalent, and (IB 2)

implies (IB 1). (IB 3) implies (IB 2): Let 3' be a locally m-convex topology

on £ stronger than 3 but have the same i-bound sets as 3. Then every con-

vex, equilibrated, idempotent neighborhood Fof zero for 3' is absorbing and

absorbs every i-bound subset of £;3 and hence is an i-bornivore subset of

£;3. Thus by (IB 3) V is a neighborhood of zero for 3, and so 3 = 3'. (IB 6)

implies (IB 1), for the identity map from £;3 onto £;3* is i-bound by (2) of

Proposition 5, hence is i-bornological and thus continuous. Therefore 3 = 3*

and 3 is i-bornological. (IB 3) implies (IB 6): If / is an i-bornological linear

transformation from £ into F, for any neighborhood V of zero in F, f_1(V)

contains an i-bornivore set which is by hypothesis a neighborhood of zero.

Hence/ is continuous. (IB 2) implies (IB 5): For 3 and x(E, £') have the

same bound sets by Theorem 7 of [15, p. 524] and hence also the same

i-bound sets. Therefore by hypothesis, 3=x(£, £')• On the other hand, the

equivalence of (IB 2) with (IB 6) shows that every i-bornological linear form

is continuous. (IB 5) implies (IB 1): By hypothesis, £;3 and £;3* have the

same topological dual. Hence x(£, £') = 3C3*Cx(£, £'), so 3 = 3* and thus

£;3 is i-bornological. (IB 1) implies (IB 4) by Theorem 1. It remains to show
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(IB 4) implies (IB 1). Since every normed algebra is i-bornological, the

desired implication follows from the more general result that the algebraic

inductive limit of i-bornological algebras is i-bornological; this result is

proved in the next section (Proposition 6).

Example. If T is a locally compact space, the algebra X(T) with the

measure topology (Example 7) is i-bornological by (IB 4).

4. Properties of permanence. Here we shall investigate the extent to

which the property of being i-bornological is preserved under certain Opera-

tions of algebra.

Proposition 6. The algebraic inductive limit of i-bornological algebras is

i-bornological.

Proof. Let P be the algebraic inductive limit of i-bornological algebras

{pa} with respect to homomorphisms \ga}. Let/ be an i-bound homomor-

phism from P into a locally m-convex algebra P. Then since every ga is con-

tinuous and thus i-bound, / o ga is clearly i-bound for all a, and hence foga

is continuous for all a by hypothesis. But then by Proposition 1,/is continu-

ous. Hence P is i-bornological.

Corollary 1. If E is an i-bornological algebra, II a closed ideal of E, then

E/H is i-bornological.

Proof. The topology of E/H is the strongest locally m-convex topology

on E/H such that the canonical map 4>:E—>E/H is continuous. Since <f> is a

homomorphism, E/H is the algebraic inductive limit of {P} with respect to

(</>}, so the result follows from Proposition 6.

Corollary 2. If E is i-bornological, f a continuous, open homomorphism

from E onto F, then F is i-bornological.

Proof. F is topologically isomorphic with E/H, where H is the kernel of/.

Corollary 3. The topological direct sum of i-bornological algebras is i-

bornological.

Proposition 7. If Pi, • • • , P„ are locally m-convex algebras, E= YL"-i P»

is i-bornological if and only if each Ei is i-bornological.

Proof. Necessity: The projection map from P onto F; is a continuous,

open homomorphism. Hence by Corollary 2 of Proposition 6 F< is i-bornologi-

cal. Sufficiency: By induction it suffices to show that if P and F are i-borno-

logical, so is EXF. If/: EXF—>G is an i-bound homomorphism, let g: P—>G

and h: F—>G be defined by g(x) =f(x, 0) and h(y) =/(0, y). Then g and h are

clearly i-bound homomorphisms and hence continuous. But then, since

f(x, y) = g(x) +h(y), it follows that/ is continuous and hence PXF i-borno-

logical.
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If £ is a locally m-convex algebra, we let £+ be the algebra £ with identity

adjoined. That is, E+ = EXK (with the Cartesian product topology) with

addition and scalar multiplication defined componentwise, and multiplication

defined as follows: (x, a)(y, 8) = (xy+8x+ay, aB). E+ is then a locally m-con-

vex algebra by Proposition 2.4 of [16, p. 7].

Proposition 8. £ is an i-bornological algebra if and only if E+ is i-borno-

logical.

Proof. We denote by pri the map (x, X)—>x and by pri the map (x, X)—>X.

Both are linear, continuous, and open, and pri is a homomorphism. Neces-

sity: Let / be any i-bound homomorphism from £+ into locally m-convex

algebra F. Let g(x) =/(x, 0) be defined on £. If B is a bound, idempotent

subset of £, B X {0} is clearly bound and idempotent in £+, and hence

g(B) =f(B X {0}) is bound in F. Therefore g is i-bound and hence continuous.

Let e=/(0, 1). Then e is the identity for/(£+), and hence/(x, X) =g(x)+Xe.

As g and the map X—>Xe are continuous,/ is continuous. Hence £+ is i-borno-

logical. Sufficiency: First, we prove the following: If B is a bound, idempotent,

convex, equilibrated subset of £+, then 3_1pri(B) is bound and idempotent

in £. Since pri is linear and continuous, 3~xpri(B) is bound. Let x, yGpfi(B).

Then for some a, BGK, (x, a) GB and (y, 8) GB. Then a, 8GPh(B) ; as pr2 is

a continuous homomorphism, pr2(B) is bound and idempotent in Kand hence

is clearly contained in the closed unit ball [X| |X| 2al]. Thus \a\ ^1 and

|j8| 251. Now (x, a)(y, B) = (xy+8x+ay, a8), so z = xy+8x+ayGpri(B).

Hence xy = z—ay—8xG$pri(B), since pri(B) is convex and equilibrated and

since \a\ ^l and \d\ £1. But then (3~1x)(3~1y) =9-lxyG3~1pri(B), so

3~xpri(B) is idempotent, and our assertion is proved. It follows from this

assertion that for any i-bound subset B of £+, pn(B) is i-bound in £. Now

let g be any i-bound homomorphism from £ into a locally m-convex algebra

F. Let/: £+—>£+ be defined by/(x, X) = (g(x), X). Clearly/ is a homomor-
phism. If B is any i-bound subset of £+, f(B)Qg(pri(B))Xpr2(B). By the

above prx(B) is i-bound, so g(pn(B)) is bound. Also pri(B) is bound, and

hence g(pri(B))Xpr2(B) is bound in F+; hence f(B) is bound. Thus/ is an

i-bound homomorphism and so, by hypothesis, is continuous. But then so

also is g since g(x) = (pri o/)(x, 0). Hence £ is i-bornological.

If H is a closed ideal of an i-bornological algebra £, H need not be

i-bornological, even if £ is the topological direct sum (as a locally convex

space) of H and a subalgebra J (though, of course, if £ is the topological

direct sum of H and an ideal /, H is i-bornological by Proposition 7).

Example 12. Let £ be the subalgebra of K[X, Y] consisting of all poly-

nomials in two indeterminants without constant term, equipped with the

topology of Example 5. The set of i-bound elements of £ is the subalgebra

{o}: If not, by (4) of Proposition 4 there exists zs^O such that zn—»0. Let

z = 23»'.j oiijXiYi, and let i be the smallest integer such that a.i^O for some k.
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Let j be the smallest integer such that a.-y^O. Then the coefficient of XniYn'

in z" is aj. Choose 8 such that 0<Bi+'< |a«|. If z"E V(B, 8), then \c%\
<Bni+ni=(Bi+>)n, impossible. Hence the sequence jz"}"_i does not converge

to zero, so the assertion is proved. Let H be the subspace spanned by

[X'F'|i^0, i^l]. H is clearly an ideal. By the corollary of Proposition 5,

P is i-bornological, and also if H is i-bornological, the topology of H must be

the strongest locally m-convex topology possible on H. But it is not: Let W

be the convex, equilibrated envelope of {2~n2XnY}^0VJ{XnYm}Z,0,Z=2- Wis

the convex, equilibrated envelope of an idempotent set, and hence is idem-

potent. W is an absorbing subset of H, and thus is a neighborhood of zero in

H for the strongest possible locally m-convex topology. Suppose for some

a>0,8>0, WO V(a, B)f\H. Then (aX)m(8Y)EWior all positive integers m,
i.e., am8XmYEW. Therefore am8^2~ml and so a81,m^2-m for all m. Hence

a = limmH.00 a8llm^limm_x 2_m = 0, a contradiction. Thus IF is not a neighbor-

hood of zero in H, and so H is not i-bornological. If J is the subalgebra of

K[X] of all polynomials in one indeterminant without constant term, P is

clearly the direct sum of J and H. The projection map pri from P onto J is

continuous, for given any 8>0, V(8, i)Qpri1(V(8))- Hence also the projec-

tion map from P onto H is continuous, so P is the topological direct sum of

J and H; in particular, H is closed.

Finally, we observe that if P is a locally m-convex algebra over C, Pr the

algebra over R obtained from P by restricting the field of scalars, then P is

i-bornological if and only if Pr is. It suffices to show that every i-bornivore

set of P [respectively, Pr] contains an i-bornivore set of Pr [respectively, P].

But if V is an i-bornivore set of P, it is also an i-bornivore set of Er. Con-

versely, let V be an i-bornivore set of Pr. If IF is the C-equilibrated envelope

of 2~1(VrMV), it is elementary that W^V, W is idempotent, and hence

that W is an i-bornivore subset of P.

5. Algebras of continuous functions and infinite Cartesian products.

Let T be a completely regular space, Q(T) the algebra of all real-valued con-

tinuous functions on T, 11 the weakest uniform structure on T for which all

xE&(T) are uniformly continuous, and 8(T) the Stone-Cech compactification

of T. For each tET let I: x—>x(J). Then I is a multiplicative linear form on

&(T). A filter JF on P is an H-filter if: (H 1) For any sequence {F,,}",,, of

members of 3r, nfl"-iF„63r; (H 2) EFH [x-1(0)|x6e(P)] is a filter base of JF.

An P-filter properly contained in no P-filter is called a maximal H-filter.

An important class of completely regular spaces, first investigated by

Hewitt [12] and called by him Q-spaces, are those which satisfy any one and

hence all of the following equivalent properties: (Q 1) Pjll is a complete uni-

form space. (Q 2) Every maximal P-filter converges (maximal P-filters play

the same role that Z-maximal sets do in [12]). (Q 3) If tEB(T) is such that

for every sequence { Fn}"-i of neighborhoods of t, f\n-iVnl^\T^0, then

tET. (Q 4) The canonical map t—*l is onto the set of all nonzero multiplicative
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linear forms on 6(7"). (Q 5) If 5 is a completely regular space containing a

dense subspace T' homeomorphic with T such that every continuous real-

valued function on T' is the restriction of a continuous real-valued function

on S, then T' = S. (Q 6) T is homeomorphic with a closed subset of a Cartesian

product of reals. (Q 7) (Nachbin-Shirota) Q(T), furnished with the compact-

open topology, is a bornological locally convex space. (For the proofs, see

[12; 17; 21; 22].) We give an eighth equivalent characterization of Q-spaces:

Theorem 5. Completely regular space T is a Q-space if and only if the alge-

bra G(T) of all continuous real-valued functions on T, equipped with the compact-

open topology, is i-bornological.

Proof. The proof is essentially contained in Nachbin's proof of the equiva-

lence of (Q 7) and (Q 1). If x, yGQ(T), [x, y] is the set [zGG(T)\x(t)-Zz(t)

^y(t) for all tGT]. Let e be the identity element of 6(7"). Necessity: In the

proof of Theorem 2 of [17], Nachbin showed that if V is a convex, equilibrated

subset of &(T) absorbing every set of the form [x, y], then Fis a neighborhood

of zero in G(T). Let W be any i-bornivore set. Let x, yG&(T), and let

z = max {|x|, | y\, e}. Clearly [ — e, e] is a bound, idempotent subset of Q(T).

LetX>0 be such that [ — e, e ] Q\ W and zG^ W. For any uG [x,y],u = (u/z)-z,

and u/zG [-«, e]. Hence uG(\W)(\W) =\2W2Q\2W; therefore [x, y]Q\2W.

Hence by Nachbin's result IF is a neighborhood of zero, so by (IB 3) 6(7") is

i-bornological. Sufficiency: Nachbin showed that if T is not a Q-space, there

exists a bound, discontinuous linear form on G(T) which is actually a mul-

tiplicative linear form. Hence if T is not a Q-space, Q(T) is not i-bornological.

Several interesting assertions in different fields of mathematics have re-

cently been proved equivalent to the following unproved assertion: (U 1) If

A is a set and if n is a (countably additive) nonzero measure defined on all

subsets of A, taking on only the values 0 and 1, then there exists aGA such

that p,(X) = 1 if and only if aGX. To stress that the assertion is essentially

a set-theoretic one, we give it an equivalent formulation. Let us call an ultra-

filter 11 on A an Ulam ultrafilter ii, for every sequence {£„} "=1 of members of

1l> nr.i^nGll. (U 1) is then equivalent to the following:

Axiom U. If A is a set and if 11 is an Ulam ultrafilter on A, then there

exists aGA such that 11 = [XQA\aGX].

(If a is a measure on A having the properties of the hypothesis of (U 1),

the sets of measure 1 form an Ulam ultrafilter; conversely, if 11 is an Ulam

ultrafilter, the set function p., defined by p.(X) = 1 if XGll, n(X) =0 if X$ll,
has the desired properties.)

In [24] Ulam showed that if a set A does not have the property of (U 1),

then the cardinality of A must be at least as great as the first inaccessible

cardinal. On the other hand, Shepherdson has shown (Theorem 3.71 of [20])

that if the usual axioms of set theory are consistent (not including the Axiom

of Choice or the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis), then the set of axioms
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obtained by adding the Axiom of Choice, the Generalized Continuum Hy-

pothesis, and the axiom that there exist no inaccessible cardinals is again con-

sistent. Axiom U, by Ulam's result, is weaker than the assertion there exist

no inaccessible cardinals, and hence is also consistent with the other axioms

of set theory. In view of the desirable theorems which may be proved using

Axiom U (a partial list follows), it might be desirable for mathematicians to

add Axiom U (or some stronger axiom, such as the nonexistence of inaccessi-

ble cardinals) to the currently used axioms of set theory.

If A is a set, RA is the Cartesian product IlagA R«, where for all a,

R„ = R. The following are equivalent to Axiom U: (U 2) If A is a set, the

space of bound linear forms on the locally convex space RA is generated by

the family \pr$)pc£A of projection mappings, where pr$((xa)a£.A) = x$. (U 3)

Every discrete space is a (X-space. (U 4) Every metrizable space is a (X-space.

(U 5) Every paracompact space is a (Xspace. (TJ 6) Every completely regular

space admitting a compatible, complete uniform structure is a (Xspace.

(U 7) The Cartesian product of any family of bornological spaces is bornologi-

cal.

The equivalence of (U 2) and (U 1) is shown in [14], that of (U 7) and

(U 1) in [ll]. The equivalence of (U 3) and Axiom U is most easily seen by

observing that on a discrete space, the class of maximal P-filters is identical

with the class of Ulam ultrafilters; Axiom U and (Q 2) both assert that the

filters in this class converge. Shirota (Theorem 3 of [21]) proved (U 3) im-

plies (U 6); (U 6) implies (U 5) since every paracompact space admits a com-

patible, complete uniform structure ([18]); (U 5) implies (U 4) since every

metrizable space is paracompact ([23 ]); and (U 4) implies (U 3) since a dis-

crete space is metrizable. (Katetov (Theorem 3 of [13]) also showed that

(U3) implies (U 5).)

Theorem 6. Axiom U is equivalent to the following: (U 8) For any class

{pa}agA of i-bornological algebras, each containing an identity, \\«E.A Ea is

i-bornological.

Proof. First, observe that Axiom U is equivalent to the assertion that any

Cartesian product of reals is i-bornological. For RA is identical with the alge-

bra &(A, R) of all continuous real-valued functions on 4, furnished with the

compact-open topology, where 4 is given the discrete topology. Hence by

Theorem 5, RA is i-bornological if and only if 4 is a (Xspace; the equivalence

then follows from (U 3). In particular, (U 8) implies Axiom U. So let us as-

sume Axiom U; we shall prove (U 8) by showing (IB 5) holds for any product

p = YTa Ea of i-bornological algebras, each Ea possessing an identity ea. By

a remark of the preceding section, it suffices to consider the case where the

scalar field is R. We proceed by a series of lemmas:

Lemma 1. Let U be an i-bornivore subset of E, (xa)EE. Then there exists

an i-bornivore subset V of RA such that if (X«) 6 V, then (\axa) E U.
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Proof. Let F= [(X«) | (X„xa) G U and (X„ea) GU]. V is convex, equilibrated

and absorbing as U is. V is idempotent, for (X„), (p,a)GV implies (\afJtaXa)

= (Xax„) (p.aea) GU2QU and also (\aHaea) = (\aea) (uaea) GU2QU, whence

(X«Ma)GF. Let5=[(X«)| |X„| 2*1, all a], and let B'= [(X„e«)| |X«| SJl.alla].
5' is clearly bound and idempotent in £. Hence as £/ is i-bornivore, we may

choose 0^1 such that B'Q8UQB2U and such that (xa)G8U. Then £'■(*«)

Q82U2Q82U. But by the definition of V, this insures that BQ82V. As all
bound, idempotent subsets of RA are contained in B, V absorbs all i-bound

subsets of RA, and hence V is i-bornivore.

Now let u be any i-bornological linear form on £. For each 8GA let

Is: Ep—>E be defined by Ip(x) = (xa) where x^ = x, xa = 0 for all a^B. Clearly

1$ is a topological isomorphism into.

Lemma 2. There exists a finite subset Ax of A such that for any aQAi,

«(/„(£„)) = {0}.

Proof. If not, we may select an infinite sequence {a,-},",x of distinct a's and

elements xaiGEai such that tt(7a,(xa<))>0. Let U be an i-bornivore set con-

tained in [x| \u(x)\ 2sl]. For «G {«»}«-!' let xa = 0. By Lemma 1, let V be an

i-bornivore set of RA such that (Xa) G V implies (Xaxa) G £7. As remarked

above, our hypothesis insures that RA is i-bornological. Hence V is a neigh-

borhood of zero in RA, and thus there exist neighborhoods Sa of zero in R

and a finite subset .4i of A such that aGAi implies Sa = R and F2lT<* ^«-

As .4i is finite, some ay is not in A\, and hence Saj = R. Then for any positive

integer ra, («,)£F where naj = n, ra„ = 0 for aj^aj. This implies (ra«xa)

= Iaj(nxai)GU for all ra, and so \u(I<,j(nxaj))\ 2al, i.e., |u(Iai(xai))\ 2il/ra

for all ra. This implies u(Iaj(Xa^)) =0,a contradiction.

Let H= [(xa)G£| for all but a finite number of aGA, xa = 0].

Lemma 3. The restriction of u to H is continuous.

Proof. Let Hi=Jla^AlEa, Hi = (JlaeA-AiEa)r\H. H is clearly the
topological direct sum of iii and Hi, and by Lemma 2, w=0 on Hi. Also, as

u is i-bornological on £, the restriction of u to Hi is i-bornological. Hence by

Proposition 11, the restriction of u to Hi is continuous, and therefore by

the preceding u is continuous on H.

Lemma 4. u is continuous.

Proof. By Lemma 3 the restriction of u to the dense ideal H of £ is con-

tinuous. If u is not continuous, let «i be the unique continuous linear form

on £ coinciding with u on H, and let zi = «— «i. As ra is i-bornological and «i

continuous, p is clearly i-bornological. Also v = 0 on H, but d ?^0. Let (za)GE

be such that fl((z«)) ̂ 0. Let to be the linear form on RA defined by to((X„))

=v((\aza)). Then w = 0 on a dense ideal of i?^, but tos^O. Hence to is not con-

tinuous. Since RA is i-bornological, we shall arrive at a contradiction if we
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show w is i-bornological. Given B>0, let U be an i-bornivore set contained

in [(xa)6P| |»((x0))| ^8]. By Lemma 1, there exists an i-bornivore set V

in RA such that (Ka)EV implies (\aza)EU. But then for any (Xa)6F,

|w((X„))| = |n((X«za))| g/3. Hence w is i-bornological, and the lemma is

proved.

It remains to show that if P' is the topological dual of P, the topology of

E is x(P, E'). In view of the characterization of x(P, E') given in §3, a slight

modification of the proof of the corollary of Theorem 2 of [ll, p. 333] to

take care of idempotentness yields a proof of the following more general

result:

Proposition 9. Let {Ea}a^A be a family of locally m-convex algebras, Ei

the topological dual of Ea, and let E= Yla Ea with topological dual E'. If the

topology of Ea is x(P«, P« ) for all a64, then the topology of E is x(P, P')

Note: If {Pa}agA is a family of bornological spaces, H= [(xa)6lTa Pa|xa

= 0 for all but a finite number of aEA], the proof of Theorem 5 of [ll,

p. 334] shows that H is bornological. However, if each Ea = R and if A is

infinite, H is not i-bornological. For in that case H is simply the algebra of

Example 14 of the following section, where the topological space of that

example is A equipped with the discrete topology.

6. P-algebras and metrizable algebras. An important property of normed

algebras, shared by a larger class of locally m-convex algebras, is that those

elements whose powers converge to zero form a neighborhood of zero. In

this section we shall see that for commutative, metrizable, locally m-convex

algebras, this property is closely related with that of being i-bornological.

Definition 9. A locally m-convex algebra P is a P-algebra if [x|xn—*0]

is a neighborhood of zero.

Example. If T is a locally compact space, the i-bornological algebra X(T)

with the measure topology (Example 7) is both a P-algebra and a (Xalgebra.

For if V= [x63C(P)| \x(t)\ <1 for all tET], V is a neighborhood of zero in

the topology of uniform convergence and hence also in the stronger measure

topology. If x6 V, clearly xn—»0 in the measure topology, and also the func-

tion x/1 —x is defined, a member of X(T), and the adverse of x.

By (4) of Proposition 4, any P-algebra is p.i.b. The following proposition

shows that the properties of being p.i.b. and of being a P-algebra are actually

equivalent under fairly mild restrictions.

Proposition 10. Let Ebea commutative, i-barrelled algebra. Then E is p.i.b.

if and only if E is a P-algebra. Further, if E is p.i.b., and, in addition, advertibly

complete, then [x\ — E"=i x" exists and is the adverse of x] is a neighborhood of

zero, and hence E is a Q-algebra. In particular, a commutative, p.i.b. 5-algebra

is both a P- and a Q-algebra.

Proof. Let F= [x| xn—>0]. If P is advertibly complete, we shall show that
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for any xG2-1F, — yiT_i x" exists and is the adverse of x; the second state-

ment then follows from the first. Let IF be any convex, equilibrated neighbor-

hood of zero, zG V. Choose X>0 so that z"GXIF tor all ra. Let sn

= " 22-i (2-1z)'- Then £?_m+1 (2~»s)'G BU+i 2->WC2—XW for all in-
tegers p>m. This shows that {s„},T-i is a Cauchy sequence. Also (2_1z) o sn

= sno (2-1z) = (2""1z)n+1—>0. Hence as £ is advertibly complete, the Cauchy

sequence {sn}n-i converges to an element to which is clearly the adverse of

2-1z by continuity of o. It remains to prove the first assertion. Suppose £ is

p.i.b. Let A = [x\ {xn}"_! is bound]. Then A and hence also 4_1 A are absorbing.

Since V"^2~lA by (4) of Proposition 4, it suffices to show that A is convex,

equilibrated, and idempotent, and that 2~lA QA; for then 4_1^4 is an i-barrel

contained in V. The proof thus reduces to that of the following proposition:

Proposition 11. If E is commutative and if A = [xG£| {x"}^,! is bound],

then A is convex, equilibrated, idempotent, and 2~lAQA.

Proof. We let C," be the binomial coefficient n\/j\(n—j)\. Let y, zGA,

0 2;a 2s 1. If V is any convex, equilibrated, idempotent neighborhood of zero,

let X>0 be such that for all ra, znG^V and ynGXF. Then (ay + (l —a)z)n

= Z?-o a"-'(l-«)3'C;y"-'z'GE"-o a"-'(l-a)J'C;X2F=X2F because of the
familiar identity 23"=0 an~*(l—a)'C? = l. Hence ay + (l—a)zGA, so A is

convex. Also {(yz)n}n-i= [ynzn)Z-iQ [yn}n-i- {z"}"-i, a bound set, so A is

idempotent. A is clearly equilibrated. Let yGA. If V is a convex, equili-

brated, idempotent neighborhood of zero, let xG-4 be such that y—xGV,

and let X>0 be such that {xn}',iQ\V. Then for any ra, (2-1y)n=(2~1(y-x)

+ 2-1x)"= E"-o2-nC;(y-x)"-'x'GEy'=o2-nC;FXF = XF2c:XF. Hence 2~ly

GA.

Corollary. If E is commutative, H=[x\ [x\ is i-bound] is a subalgebra.

Proof. H is clearly closed under multiplication and scalar multiplication.

If {x"}"„i and {?"}„"_! are bound, then by Proposition 11 {(2-1(x+y))"}"_,

is bound, so {x+y} is i-bound. It follows at once that His closed under addi-

tion and is thus a subalgebra.

Although every p.i.b. SF-algebra is a P-algebra, the next two examples

show that there exist p.i.b. complete algebras and p.i.b. metrizable algebras

which are not P-algebras.

Example 13. Let T be a locally compact, noncompact, pseudo-compact

space (a space is pseudo-compact [12 ] if every continuous real-valued function

on it is bound). Then the algebra Q(T) of all continuous, real-valued functions

on T, equipped with the compact-open topology, is p.i.b. and complete but

is not a P-algebra. (An example of such a space T is the space of Exercise 22

of [4, p. 113].) The local compactness, pseudo-compactness, and noncompact-

ness of T readily imply that Q(T) is respectively complete, p.i.b., but not a

P-algebra.
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The next example also shows that a metrizable, locally m-convex algebra

need not be i-bornological. This is in contrast with the fact that every

metrizable, locally convex space is bornological (Theorem 10 and Corollary of

[15, pp. 527-528]).
Example 14. Let T be a completely regular, noncompact space, P the

algebra of all continuous real-valued functions on T vanishing outside com-

pact sets, equipped with the compact-open topology 3. Let 3' be the topology

defined by the uniform norm. Then P=[x6P| |x(/)| ^1 for all tET] is

bound and idempotent for both topologies, and also every bound, idempotent

set for either topology is contained in B. Hence the i-bound sets for the two

topologies coincide. As T is completely regular but not compact, 3' is strictly

stronger than 3. Hence by (IB 2) P;3 is not i-bornological. P;3 is clearly

p.i.b. but is not a P-algebra, for given any compact KC.T, there exists x6P

such that x = 0 on K but x(t)>l for some tET; hence the sequence {x"}^,!

does not converge to zero. In particular, if T is the countable union of com-

pact sets {P„}^Lj such that every compact subset of T is contained in some

Kn, P is a metrizable, p.i.b. algebra which is neither a P-algebra nor i-borno-

logical.

Proposition 12. 4 commutative, p.i.b., i-bornological algebra E is a P-

algebra.

Proof. By Theorem 1, P is the algebraic inductive limit of normed alge-

bras {EB} such that if SB is the open unit ball of EB, S= \JB SB is a neighbor-

hood of zero. But if xESB, xn—>0 in normed algebra EB and hence also for

the weaker topology induced on EB by that of P. Hence xn—>0 in P, so P is a

P-algebra.
We now give criteria for p.i.b. metrizable algebras to be i-bornological.

Theorem 7. Let E be a commutative, metrizable, locally m-convex algebra.

Then E is p.i.b. and i-bornological if and only if E is a P-algebra.

Proof. The condition is necessary by Proposition 12. Sufficiency: We shall

show that P satisfies (IB 3). Let A be an i-bornivore set, and assume A is not

a neighborhood of zero. Let F= [x|xn—>0], and let { Vn\„°=i be a fundamental

system of idempotent, convex, equilibrated neighborhoods of zero such that

for all w, F3F„2F„+i. Then {ri~lVn}™=i is a fundamental system of neigh-

borhoods of zero, so since 4 is not a neighborhood of zero, there exists for all

n an element x„6»_1F„ such that x„64. Let P be the idempotent envelope

of {nxn}n-i- Elements of B are all of the form IXngs (wxm)r*» where S is any

nonempty finite subset of the positive integers, and where rm>0 for all

mES. We assert that B is bound: Consider any Vp. For any n, nxnE F„C V,

so limr<M («x„)r = 0. Hence there exists r0^l such that if r^ra, then (mxm)T

EVP for l^m<p. Since Vp is absorbing, we may choose X^l so that if

0gsm<f0 for 1 ^m<p (but with at least one such 5m>0), then H^l\ (mxm)'m
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6XFP. Now consider any limes (mxm)rmEB: Let 5i=[m6'S|l^m<^ and

rm<r0], Si= [m65| 1 ̂ m<p and rm^ro], and 53= [mES\m^p]. Ii Si^0,

then Ilmesi (wxm)r™6XFp. If S2^0, then IL»e.s2 (mxm)r,"EVp since Vp is
idempotent and since each (mxm)rmEVp for mES%. If mES3, (mxm)rmEVm

^VmQVp; hence if S3t^0, Il^esa (mxm)Tm 6 Vp. Therefore, since at least

one of Si, Si, and 53 is nonempty, since Vp is idempotent and equilibrated

and since X^l, we have IX»es (wxm)r'»6XFj,. Hence P is a bound, idem-

potent set. But then A must absorb P. But 4 does not absorb B since for

all positive integers n, nxnEB whereas wx„6«4. Hence A must be a neigh-

borhood of zero, and therefore P is i-bornological.

Commutative, nonmetrizable P-algebras are not necessarily i-bornologi-

cal, as we shall see later (Example 15).

Corollary 1. If E is a commutative, metric locally m-convex algebra whose

metric d satisfies d(x", 0) ^d(x, 0)" for all xEE and all positive integers n, then

E is i-bornological.

Proof. The hypothesis implies that if d(x, 0) <1, then xn—>0.

Corollary 2. 4«y subalgebra of a commutative, metrizable, p.i.b., i-borno-

logical algebra is i-bornological.

The algebra P of Example 2 is commutative and metrizable. By induction

it is easy to see that for all n, m, vm(xn)^np(x)n~1vm(x); hence if p(x)<\,

p(x")—>0 and vm(x")—>0 for all m, i.e., x"—>0 in the topology. Hence by Theo-

rem 7, P is p.i.b. and i-bornological.

Theorem 8. If E is a commutative, metrizable, p.i.b., i-barrelled algebra (in

particular, if E is a commutative, p.i.b. 3-algebra), then E is i-bornological.

Proof. By Proposition 10, P is a P-algebra, whence by Theorem 7, P is

i-bornological.

The author does not know if every JF-algebra is i-bornological.

Corollary. If E is a commutative 'S-algebra, then E is the algebraic induc-

tive limit of Banach algebras {Ea} with respect to homomorphisms {g„} such

that P = U„ ga(Ea) if and only if E is p.i.b.

Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 1, Theorem 8, and (5) of

Proposition 4.

We apply our results to algebras of differentiable functions. The notation

is that of Example 3 and [19, p. 15].

Lemma. Let p = (pi, • • • , pm) be an m-tuple of non-negative integers,- not

all zero, let xbe a K-valued function on Rm such that Dpx exists and is continuous,

and let K be a compact subset of Rm. If r = sup [|x(/)| |*6P]<1, then

lim„^ ATl(x«)=0.
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Proof. By induction, one may show that

Dpx„ _ Y,nl(n -\p\+\j\ )r1x"-l"i+l'lAp,p_J((£»»x)o<9gP),

the sum being over all m-tuples j such that j^p and 0^|j| 2j|^| — 1, where

hp,p-j is a polynomial in (pi + l)(pi-\-i) ■ • ■ (/>m+l)—1 indeterminants.

The proof is straightforward but extremely tedious, and is therefore left

to the interested reader. Now let &y = sup(gjt | hp,p-j((Dqx)o<t&v)(t) \, let

fc=max [*y|02a|j| 2a\p\ -1, j*Sp], and let c = (Pi + l)(pi + l) ■ ■ ■ (pm + l).

Then for ra>|/>|, Nl(xn)-^cn(n-\) ■ ■ ■ (n-\p\+\)rn-^k^kcn^rn-^.

As 02=r<l, limn,M jfec«ipir»HPl=o, so lim„..M Ar|(x")=0.

Proposition 13. If K is the closure of an open, relatively compact subset of

Rm, &k (Example 3) is a commutative, metrizable P-algebra and hence is i-

bornological.

Proof. By the lemma, if N°K(x) <1, N\(xn)—*Q for all nonzero m-tuples p.

Clearly also N°K(xn) =N°K(x)n-+§. Hence if N°K(x)<1, xn-^0 in ZK, so &K is a

P-algebra.

Proposition 14. If P is an open subset of Rm, 3Dp (Example 10) is a p.i.b.

i-bornological algebra.

Proof. As seen in Example 10, Sip is the algebraic inductive limit of p.i.b.,

i-bornological algebras whose union is Dp. Hence Dp is p.i.b. and i-bornologi-

cal by (5) of Proposition 4 and Proposition 6.

For a commutative, locally m-convex algebra to be p.i.b. and i-bornologi-

cal it is necessary that it be a P-algebra by Proposition 12, and for metrizable

algebras this condition is also sufficient. It is not, in general, sufficient for

nonmetrizable commutative algebras, as the following example shows.

Example 15. Let £ be the algebra of all bound real-valued functions on R

having continuous first derivatives. Let A^(x)=sup [|x(0| |*G#], and for

every compact set K let NK(x) =sup [\ (Dx)(t)\ \tGK]. Then £, equipped

with the topology 3 defined by the pseudo-norms N and \Nk\K compact

and countable} is a commutative P-algebra but is not i-bornological. Proof:

Let 3' be the topology defined by pseudo-norms N and {Nk\K compact).

Both 3 and 3' are locally m-convex topologies by an argument similar to that

of Example 3. If N(x) < 1, by the lemma NK(xn)-+0 for all compact sets, and

also N(xn)—>0, and therefore xn—>0 in both topologies. Hence £;3 is a P-

algebra. 3' is clearly strictly stronger than 3, so a bound, idempotent set of

£;3' is bound and idempotent in £;3. Conversely, let B be bound and idem-

potent in £;3. If B is not bound in £;3', for some compact KNK(B) is not

bound, i.e., there exists a sequence {xn\*=iQB such that NK(xn)>n. Choose

tnGK so that I (Dx„)(2„)| >ra. As {tn}Z„iQK, we may extract a convergent

subsequence {/n,}yli converging to sGK. Let L= \tnj}^LAj{s). L is then a

countable, compact set, so NL(B) is a bound set of R. But
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NL(xnj) ^ | (Dxnj)(tnj) | > »/ 2; j,

so NL(B) is not bound, a contradiction. Hence P;3 and P;3' have the same

i-bound sets. Thus by (IB 2) P;3 is not i-bornological.

7. Some unresolved questions.

1. We have seen that every commutative, p.i.b. ff-algebra is i-bornologi-

cal. Is every commutative J-algebra i-bornological? A special case of this

question is the following:

2. Let P be the algebra of analytic functions on a domain of C, equipped

with the compact-open topology. P is then a commutative 3r-algebra. Is P

i-bornological? If P is the algebra of entire functions, the subalgebra of

i-bound elements is the one-dimensional subalgebra of constant functions.

Hence by the corollary of Proposition 5, the question for this algebra be-

comes: Is the compact-open topology the strongest possible locally m-convex

topology on the algebra of entire functions? Equivalently, if p is a pseudo-

norm on this algebra satisfying the multiplicative inequality p(fg) ^p(f)p(g)

for all entire functions /, g, is p necessarily continuous for the compact-open

topology?

3. If P is a locally m-convex algebra with topological dual E', do t(P, P')

and x(P, E') necessarily coincide?

4. Is a commutative, metrizable, p.i.b. Q-algebra necessarily a P-alge-

bra?

5. Can the hypothesis concerning identities be removed from Theorem 6?

6. Is an i-bornological locally m-convex algebra necessarily bornological?

Is a bound linear form on a locally m-convex algebra necessarily i-bornologi-

cal?
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